Botany Buddies

Students will use what they learned about different parts of plants to design their own imaginary plant and seed.

Materials:
- Blank paper
- Writing or coloring supplies

Instructions:
1. Review the different parts of plants with your students.
2. Have students draw their very own “botany buddy,” or imaginary plant. Encourage them to label all the different parts of a plant in their drawing.
3. Ask your students questions like, “How does your plant get water and sun?” and “How does your plant attract pollinators?”
4. Next, have students draw a seed from their imaginary plant.
5. Ask them questions like, “How does your seed move?” and “Does it fly, drop, grab onto animals, float, or move in a different way?”
6. When students are done drawing their plants and seeds, have them share their botany buddies in pairs or small groups.